TRANSPORT AND MOUNTING TROLLEY FOR VENDLET V5S
VENDLET now offers a trolley for transportation of the VENDLET V5S. The trolley provides better protection
of the VENDLET system during transport and simplifies the entire mounting and transport situation.
The transport and mounting trolley was developed in
cooperation with Viborg Municipality who wanted to
simplify the transport process and streamline the assembly/mounting process. Manager Leo Vejling says:
”The transport trolley has really improved our processes; now we can send a single staff member to mount
a VENDLET V5S system. At the same time mounting
is faster and of higher quality and with optimal Work
Health and Safety.”
The VENDLET system is suspended from the transport
trolley so that the mounting brackets are turned outward. Electronic box, sheets, tools etc., are placed in
crates at the bottom of the trolley. It is possible to use
your own crates as the frames are adjustable and can
be adapted for different sizes.
During mounting the bed height is adjusted so that the
bed frame is across from the mounting brackets on the
VENDLET V5S system. The trolley is placed alongside the bed frame and as close to it as possible. The
VENDLET V5S is then lifted onto the bed frame, first at
the head and then at the foot of the bed. The trolley
is then moved to the other side where the process is
repeated. The mounting brackets are clamped fast, the
height adjusted, control box connected and assembly is
complete.

Figur 1: Transport and mounting trolley

The trolley is of course fitted with brakes on all 4 wheels as well as a bracket for secure attachment during
vehicle transport.
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Figur 2: Transport and mounting trolley
with 1 VENDLET V5S
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To disassemble simply repeat the procedure in reverse.

